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Steak 'n Shake
to open in May
BY TAYLOR COOPER

George-Anne staff

A new Steak 'n Shake is being built next to
Cracker Barrel on Brannen Street and will be
open by the beginning of May, if the weather
permits.
CBI General Contractor was contacted
about a month ago to begin construction
and started building the structure yesterday,
which will have a new prototype floor plan,
Steve Head said, owner of CBI.
"We researched several different franchise
opportunities, did due diligence, flew to

corporate headquarters and decided to move
forward in June of last year," Mike Heyden,
owner of the new Steak n Shake, said.
"We think it's a hot marketplace — the
premium burger marketplace. The company
has done a good job in providing quality
to the customers. Whether you're a college
student or a parent with three kids," Heyden
said.
Richard Toms was hired as the general
manager, Heyden said.
"I was hired on Jan. 1 and have been doing
some training in Jacksonville," said Toms.
See STEAK 'n SHAKE, page 6

GSU ties Yale in ranking
U.S. News and World Report places GSU 7th

COURTNEY TIELKING
George-Anne staff
Rebecca Farris/STAFF

Sara Meisenhelder, sophomore psychology major from Carmel, Ind., practices her dives for the next swimming and diving meet on Feb. 16 in Athens,
Ga. Meisenhelder was named GSU's 2010-2011 Diver of the Year.

ON THE thegeorge
WEB anne.com

For the second year in a row, Georgia Southern
University has been ranked one of the top 10 most
popular universities in the nation by U.S. News
and World Report.
GSU was ranked seventh, tying with Yale and

Follow on Twitter
@GeorgeAnneNews

falling shortly behind Stanford and Harvard,
according to a press release.
"Being grouped in with names like Yale,
Harvard, Stanford and others, it says a lot about
the type of university we are building here,"
Director of Marketing and Communications
Christian Flathman said.
See RANKING, page 7
Newsroom 478-5246
Advertising 478-5418
Fax
478-7113

PO Box 8001
Statesboro, GA
30460
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Police Beat

Statement of Operations

Tuesday, Jan. 24

Thursday, Jan. 26

•Officers issued one traffic
citation, two traffic warnings,
assisted seven motorists,
and investigated one motor
vehicle accident.
•A set of keys was reported
lost/mislaid at Centennial
Place.
•Officers responded to a drug
complaint at Eagle Village.
•A bicycle was reported stolen
from Southern Pines.
•A wallet was found in the
College of Business building
and turned over to officers.
•A report of criminal trespass
was made at Eagle Village
when unauthorized persons
entered a private room.

•Officers issued five traffic
citations, one traffic warning,
assisted three motorists,
responded to three
injured person reports and
investigated one accident.
•A window was broken on
a vehicle in the College of
Education parking lot.
•A purse was taken from the
Russell Union.
•A bicycle was taken from the
MPP Building.
•A loud music complaint was
reported at the Sigma Nu
House. .
•An alcohol violation was
reported at Eagle Village.
•A domestic problem was
reported at University Villas..
•Kerry Lavern Frink, 49, Frink
Road, was charged with
DUI, driving with suspended
license, open container
violation and failure to
"maintain lane.
•William Aziz Emadi, 19,
Lanier Drive, was charged
with underage possession of
alcohol and possession of a
false I.D.

Wednesday, Jan. 25
•Officers issued one traffic
citation Monday.
•Officers issued two traffic
warnings, assisted seven
motorists and investigated
one motor vehicle accident
Monday.
•Officers responded to a drug
complaint. Also, a report of
criminal trespass was made
when unauthorized persons
entered a private room at
Eagle Village.
•A bicycle was reported stolen
at Southern Pines.

Friday, Jan. 27
•Officers issued eight traffic
citations, four traffic warnings,
assisted five motorists,
responded to one sick person

complaint, responded to one
alarm and investigated one
accident.
•A-vehicle was damaged at
Eagle Village.
•A drug complaint was
reported at Eagle Village.
•Sean Bernard Richards, 21,
Georgia Avenue, was charged
with DUI and headlight
requirements.
•Christopher Ian Belgrave, 20,
Crestwood Court, was charged
with theft by shoplifting.
Saturday, Jan. 28
•Officers issued four traffic
citations, five traffic warnings,
assisted three motorists,
responded to one sick person
complaint and
responded to one alarm.
•A case of simple assault was
reported at Southern Pines.
•Richard Stephen Barbree, 21,
Bruiser Circle, was charged
with DUI and failure to obey a
traffic control device.
Sunday, Jan. 29
•Officers issued three traffic
warnings and responded to
one alarm.
•An alcohol violation was
reported at southern Pines.
•A verbal altercation was
reported at the Henderson
Library.
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The George-Anne is the official
student newspaper of Georgia
Southern University, owned
and operated by GSU students
using facilities provided by the
university. The newspaper is the
oldest continuously published
newspaper in Bulloch County. The
newspaper is a designated public
forum for the Georgia Southern
community.The newspaper
is published twice weekly, on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, during
most of the academic year. Any
questions regarding content
should be directed to the student
editor by phone at 912.478.5246
or at gaeditor@georgiasouthern.
edu.
ADVERTISING: The newspaper
accepts advertising. Inquiries may
be made by calling 912.478.5418
or 912.478-0566. Fax any
questions to 912.478.7113 or
e-mail ads1@georgiasouthem.edu.
The George-Anne receives
additional support, in part, from
the Student Activities Budget
Committee.
The deadline for reserving space
and submitting advertising copy
is noon, one week prior to the
intended publication date. For
more information, rate cards,
sample publications, contact the
advertising manager or student

media director.
The advertiser is responsible for
any errors in advertisements and
its liability for adjustments is
limited to the amount of space the
error occupied in the ad. Further,
the newspaper is not responsible
for any damages caused due to
an ad's omission from a particular
edition and its responsibility solely
is to reschedule the ad in the next
regular edition at the regular
advertising rates.
STUDENTS BEWARE: The GeorgeAnne screens all advertisements
prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept
ads for legitimate products and
services only. Students are urged
to exercise caution when replying
to ads-particularly those that
require personal information.
Students are also urged to report
to the newspaper any suspicious
offers which they might see in
an ad.
PUBLICATION INFORMATION:
The newspaper is printed by
Signature Offset in Jacksonville,
Fla.
NOTICE: Unauthorized removal of
multiple copies from a distribution
site constitutes theft under
Georgia law, a misdemeanor
offense punishable by a fine and/
or jail time.
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Corrections

In Jan. 17's edition, the article titled "America's mayor to address GSU"
misattributed a quote to Betsy Nolen. Theresa Thompson was the
speaker.
Contact the editor at gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu for
corrections and errors.
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Our View

Co mm arts' move
to Sanford is
a positive
In last Thursday's paper, we reported that the
Communication Arts Department will likely be
moving to a renovated Sanford Hall as soon as the
summer of 2013.
The department was previously removed from
its primary home in Veazey Hall and has had classes
scattered in buildings all around the university.
The Board of Regents must still approve the
move, however Dean Michael Smith has said he
expects no problems with the board's approval.
A permanent home for comm arts will be
a definite positive and necessity for both the
department and GSU as a whole.
We are a rapidly growing school that needs to
be able to keep up with increasing enrollment, and
the first step towards that is having adequate room
for all the departments.
Even when the department was located in
Veazey, there were widespread complaints about
the large columns located obtrusively in the center
of many classrooms.
Having enough room for a department is also
important for recruiting purposes. Not having a
solid brick-and-mortar building to look at is going
to discourage students to enroll at GSU. Nobody
wants to study a major knowing that they would be
living a nomadic academic life.
We praise this move, and we hope that comm
arts fits well in a renovated Sanford.
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor and appropriate guest
columns. All copy submitted should be 350 words or fewer, typed, and sent
via e-mail in Microsoft Word format to gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu. All
submissions must be signed and include phone number for verification.
GSU students should include their academic major, year and hometown. The
editors reserve the right to reject any submission and edit submissions for
length.
Opinions expressed herein are those of the Board of Opinions or columnists
themselves and
DO NOT necessarily reflect those of the faculty, staff or
administration of GSU. the Student Media Advisory Board, Student Media or the
University System of Georgia.

Jasmine Nielsen/STAFF

Letter to the Editor

Durden is no worse than rest of us
Dear Editor,
Remember the recent article
"Student Opinion Divided after
Professors Arrest" about student
response to the recent allegations
against Lance Durden?
Durden allegedly ordered his
dog to kill a cat, an action I am
bothered by. What struck me
though was that 42 percent of
students polled thought Durden
shouldn't keep teaching.
This shows that many students
take animal cruelty seriously, no
doubt a good thing, but it raises
serious questions.
Let's assume, for sake of
argument, that Durden, if he did
it, was motivated by entertainment
— he enjoyed the show. But,
think about the way most of us
derive entertainment from animals
through consuming meat and dairy
products.
Why is it that the former type of
Page designed by Mallory Mclendon

entertainment (remember Michael
Vick's dog-fighting uproar?) is
hated in our society, but the latter is
upheld and defended?
We can assume that the majority
of those opposed to Durden
consume meat and dairy products.
Over 90 percent of the meat
and dairy consumed by Americans
comes from factory farming, an
industry notorious for cruelty.
Annually, America kills 10
billion land animals for food,
animals that suffer just as much as
the cat did. Where is the uproar?
Where are the rallies to push meatand-dairy-serving restaurants off
campus?
This form of animal
entertainment, like watching a cat
being mauled, is unnecessary and
easily avoidable.
The American Dietetic
Association, a foremost nutrition
authority of the US, states that
vegetarian and vegan diets, if

planned properly, are for all people
"healthful, nutritionally adequate
and may provide health benefits
in the prevention and treatment of
certain diseases" (eatright.org).
So we can only "justify" such
entertainment on pleasure,
amusement and convenience.
So what is it that makes
Durden's actions wrong and not
ours? It is a matter of consistency
that if we should condemn one
form of cruel animal entertainment,
we condemn the other.
I encourage the 42 percent to
consider the implications of their
response towards their own use of
animals. Lance Durden is being
used as a scapegoat for an issue we
all need to face.
Sincerely,
Chris Humm
Senior
Philosophy and Anthropology
major

www.thegeorgeanne.com
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From the left
From the right
Obama using GOP strategy Obama misunderstands equality
This is prime time for Obama to be retained
as President and for the Democrats to take
back control of the House of Representatives.
It's no secret that DC politics have all
the popularity of the flu right now, and the
Democrats are determined to capitalize on this
opportunity to gain control.
Seeing as how they have the majority in the
Senate, winning the House would put them
in the drivers seat for the immediate future.
It will be difficult, requiring them to take 25
seats currently held by Republicans, but it's not
utterly impossible.
One thing the Democrats are doing is a
tactic the Republicans found successful in 2010
— they are recruiting people to run for office
who have ties to their community but don't
necessarily have any political experience.
Their big argument is that they're not
politicians concerned about party ideologies
and are focused on problem solving, not
playing party politics.
The new maps, some of which may not
be finished until mid-late summer, will be
more telling of how these races will turn out.
The Democratic Congressional Campaign
Committee has selected and will be supporting
18 candidates thus far.
These candidates will be leading the drive
to 25 and will be key in garnering enough seats
to push their party back into the majority, so
we can stop playing party politics and start
getting things done.
One issue that must be faced before the
Democrats will be taking anything is the issue

Robert ARoberts

of the economy.
We've heard a lot about the economy
being President Obama's weak spot, and his
inadequacy here could influence some voters to
choose Republican by tying together Obama's
economic struggles and the Democrat's party
name. I, however, would point to the fact that
Clinton had a Democratic house and Senate
and is regarded as one of the better Presidents
in the history of the United States.
In those years where the Democrats held all
of Congress as well as the Presidency, they were
able to create almost six million jobs and the
economy had the lowest unemployment and
inflation rates of the past quarter-century
I'm not naive enough to expect this kind of
return on a Democratic stranglehold of DC in
the coming years, but I do think things would
get a lot better a lot quicker if we stopped
worrying about party lines being crossed and
simply do what's right.
Roberts is a senior public relations major from
Warner Robins, Ga.

These days, there has been a lot of talk
about "equality" from millions of people from
and near the "99 percent" participating in
the Occupy Wall Street movement — from
berating the corporate world for doing their
jobs and accumulating as much wealth as
possible for themselves and their clients, to the
President parading Warren Buffett's secretary
as a symbol of the downtrodden masses.
He loves to point out how she is paying
more in taxes than her boss, who has much
more than he needs and should give more to
President Over-Spend so he can divide it up
the way he thinks it should be.
While a debate on inequality in this
nation is an understandable one, there's a
huge difference between equal rights and
liberties and equal results. The Declaration of
Independence states that all men are created
equal.
By stating this, it's saying that all human
beings in the United States, regardless of
religion, sex, origin or skin color, possess the
same rights and have a fair shake at everything
in this country.
However, the left wants you to see that
any in discrepancies between people, such
as income, level of education, or amount of
success one has gained, is a sign of injustice
and inequality. But this is just reality, because
we live in a free society.
Whether it's because of luck, skill or sheer
willpower, some will always succeed beyond
the rest of us.

FRITZ CHAPIN ©GrandOldPartier

It's that principle that made us a great
country. If you work hard and keep putting
yourself in good positions and have a little luck
in your corner, you will eventually succeed.
By the same token, some will fail. As
long as they fail on their own merit and not
because of their rights being denied, there is
no injustice.
These are the people that need to be helped
by the government, the people who want
to succeed but don't have the tools to do so.
But, you're not helping them by giving them
unemployment benefits for almost two years,
which includes a cell phone plan in many
states.
You help by making it easier for companies
to come in with jobs and making people strive
for the things they want and need.
By just handing people everything, how
can we become self-reliant? If we don't become
self-reliant, we're on the path to becoming a
Europeanized nanny state.
Chapin is a senior political science major from
Roswell, Ga.

Super Bowl Monday needs to be a holiday
Super Bowl Sunday should be a
national holiday. If a holiday devoted to
giving thanks and eating turkey can lead
to a long weekend, why can't the Sunday
and Monday of the Super Bowl have
similar status?
It's time for Americans to face the
music and realize the vast majority of the
population will at leasfrgo out and get
hammered next weekend just because of
the event.
If that doesn't count for a holiday,
then somebody should redefine that term
"holiday."

JAMES FARMER/
ASSiSSTANT SPRTS EDITOR

It is already a marketing holiday, just
like black Friday is a holiday for sales.

Advertisers will pay even more money
for the biggest television event when they
can cater to the I-don't-have-to-wake-uptomorrow-and-there-is-nothing-better-on
audience.
This influx of even more cash,
according the many right wing pundits
who believe in trickle-down economics,
will stimulate the economy and kick us out
of a recession.
Even if that is a far stretch, the financial
impact of the game is undeniable.
Budweiser, Miller, Heineken and all
other major beer company executives are

Page designed by Mallory McLendon

salivating just thinking of the sales that
will happen this weekend in bars across
the world.
Speaking of which, the impact of
the new Sunday alcohol law should
be felt in the pockets of fine drinking
establishments all over Statesboro.
This will be a Super Bowl to remember,
and hopefully the last one with mandatory
work the next day.
Farmer sophomore poiical science and
internationai studies major from Tbornasville,
Ga.
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SGA begins elections

BY COURTNEY ESCHER
George-Anne staff

Georgia Southern University's Student
Government Association is seeking new
candidates for the upcoming-election season.
Applications are available online between
Monday, Jan. 30, and Sunday, Feb. 12, on www.
georgiasouthernsga.com.
"We encourage any student who wants to
get involved and wants their voice to be heard
to apply," senior political science major, Josh
Combs, CLASS senator and head of the SGA
elections committee, said.
The SGA elections committee hopes to get
as many students as possible to apply — its
primary goal being getting students involved.
"Any student with any interest in politics
or government, or anyone who wants to get
involved with the school and be a liaison in
that aspect, is highly encouraged to apply?
Combs said.
After applicants apply online, ending
Feb. 12, the candidates will be chosen. Then
candidates will debate and then the winners
will be announced, according to the SGA
elections committee.

"After the candidates are chosen, the debate
is the next big event in the election. The debate
will be held on Feb. 28 in the Williams Center,
and it will also be broadcast on 91.9 The Buzz,"
Combs said.
The voting will take place during the week
of the debate, according to the SGA elections
committee.
"The voting will take place between Feb. 26
and 29," Asya Muhammad, graduate assistant
for SGA and second-year graduate student
majoring in higher education administration,
said.
The winners of the election will be
announced on March 1, according to the
SGA elections committee. Students who
wish to apply for SGA have to meet the GPA
requirement of 2.5 in order to be in office,
according to the SGA elections committee.
The elections committee is made up of
unbiased members of SGA who can no longer
run for office.
The SGA elections committee has enjoyed
being a voice for the student body, said Combs.
Combs said, "The most rewarding part
about being in SGA is being the voice of
campus."

resent.

Student Government Association
Apply to be a part of the Student Government Association
lh

January 30 - February 12

A

Lauren Davis/STAFF

Steak n' Shake is in process of construction and will be open for business in May.

Steak n' Shake,

from page 1

"We're talking about going down there and
joining the community. The man we hired as
the manager, we picked because he had deep
roots in the community," Jim Hamilton, coowner of the new establishment, said.
Four new managers will be hired over
the next month and they will start hiring for
other positions in the next five to six weeks,
said Heyden.
"We're going to focus on the community
and student involvement," said Toms.
"Georgia Southern students are a valuable
customer and labor base."
Heyden and Hamilton are also planning on
opening two more restaurants in Savannah.
"We haven't picked locations out yet,
but when we decided to go forward with
this concept we signed an area agreement
that committed us to the three restaurants,"
Heyden said.
Toms will manage the Steak 'n Shake in
Statesboro while also making regular trips to

the two restaurants in Savannah when they
are finished.
The new floor plan is being implemented
in other Steak 'n Shakes, too.
"There are five for six (Steak 'n Shakes)
that have the floor plan that's called a
prototype. It's different than the ones that are
in Macon or in Atlanta. The one in Rome is
also a prototype. It's more open, a bullpen
kind of plan. It's more of a diner look,"
Heyden said.
The lot they are currently building on,
next to Cracker Barrel, was not the owners'
first choice.
"We tried to get the area where the lot was
built across the street from Dingus, but we
weren't quick enough," Heyden said.
The restaurant should be open sometime
in May.
Heyden said, "Construction should
complete in early May, and we should open
in late August, but you can't predict the rain."
Students interested in applying for a job
at the new Steak 'n Shake can e-mail Toms at
richard.toms@theshakegroup.com.

SINGING VALENTINES!

wc

www.georgiasouthernsga.com

3 songs, stuffed animal, candy and balloon!

912-681-2241

taso

proceeds support student missions
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GSU sergeant retires after 20 years of service

BY LINDSAY GASKINS
George-Anne staff

Georgia Southern University Department
of Public Safety Sergeant Freddie Holloway
has announced his retirement this month,
due to certain health complications.
"I know that he has some medical problems
dealing with his eyes and has had numerous
surgeries," James Myers, a GSU Safety Officer,
said.
Holloway has worked for GSU for 20 years.
"I was hired here November 7, 2001, and
I knew him from day-one. He trained me. I
worked under him for the most of ten years,"
Myers said.
So many people, not only in the office but
also around campus, loved Holloway, Mehmet
Samiratedu, assistant director administrative
of the University Store, said.
■•'(Holloway) is the friendliest person,
helpful, pleasant to be around," Samiratedu
said.
"Freddie was so professional," Mary
Arnold, a senior communication officer for
Public Safety, said. "He didn't like to put up
with any nonsense. He wanted it done and
wanted it done right."
Holloway was one of those few people
who would go out of his way to make sure
someone was taken care of, said Samiratedu,
who has known Holloway since the first year
he started at the Public Safety Department.
"Freddie is great. I hate to see him retire.
It's hard to replace good people," Sam Baker,
athletic director of the Department of
Extramural Physical Activities, said.
Holloway was not only a respectable

Ranking,

from page 1

to make the top ten list, Flathman said.
"I believe we were the only ones in the
Southeast to be ranked as we were, so that speaks
well for us, especially when you consider the
other schools in Georgia. It's good company to be
in," Flathman said
This year GSU fell from fourth to seventh,
according to a press release.
"Last year we were ranked fourth in the
country in terms of yield but all signs point to
continued growth," Flathman said.
The rankings are based on the number of
students that apply and then opt to enroll after
acceptance, according to a press release.
"One of the best indicators of a schools
popularity among students is the school's yield —

officer, but a good person as well, Baker said.
"Anytime you are in the role of being a
police officer, you get into some situations
that you have to calm individuals down.
Freddie with students, I think, is his great
calling," Baker said.
Holloway was loved by all of his fellow
police staff and they respected him greatly,
Debra Rowe, an office clerk of the Department
of Public Safety who has known Holloway for
his entire career at GSU, said.
"(Holloway) is caring, devoted, loyal,
just all around super nice guy that would do
anything for you," Rowe said.
Holloway is not only a great guy, but also
a professional when it came to work, Myers
said.
"(Holloway) was professional at what he
does, he was one of the best. If you were doing
something wrong, he would let you know. It
was not as a way to scold you, but as a way to
guide you," Myers said.
Holloway was someone who others on the
police force looked up to and was always so
professional, Rowe said.
"I am going to miss his laughter, coming
in and seeing me in the morning and just
checking in and seeing how he's doing. His
smile is what I will miss the most," Rowe said.
Holloway's friendliness and eagerness to
help will be what is missed most, Samiratedu
said.
"If you asked me what was the one thing
about him, it would be not hesitating to help
you. If there was anything he was capable of
doing, he would do it," Samiratedu said.
Holloway was a great man and was always
there in and around the office, Arnold said.

the percentage of applicants accepted by a college
who end up enrolling at that institution in the
fall. The figures in these tables are from the fall
2010 entering class and show the students that
were accepted, the students that enroDed and the
admit yield," Flathman said.
"Not only does it attract additional students,
but from an alumni perspective it is just as
important. A lot of people can be very, very
proud of that diploma hanging on the wall,"
Flathman said.
The ranking is great for GSU, and people will
begin to recognize it as a top university, Flathman
said.,
"To be ranked among the nation's best, I think
speaks a lot about the institution and I think that,
coupled with other things, people are starting to
take notice and that is important," Flathman said.

a

(Holloway) has always been great to me.
He's friendly to everybody, takes his job very
seriously and he loves Georgia Southern.

""

-JeffMonkon
GSU head football coach
"What I think I will miss the most is our
talks. During the week, he always was so
professional and kept busy so we didn't have
a lot of time to talk. On the weekends it was
a little more laid back, so I am going to miss
that," Arnold said.
"Freddie has just always been there. If a
coach moved on the sideline and after the
game, Freddie was always there to make sure
nobody did anything inappropriate to our
head football coach," Baker said.
Holloway's passion was GSU and he loved
traveling with the team, said GSU head
football coach Jeff Monken, who has known
Holloway since 1997.
"(Holloway) has always been great to me.
He's friendly to everybody, takes his job very
seriously and he loves Georgia Southern,"
Monken said.
Holloway was also there for every football
game, home or away, and traveled with the
team wherever they went, Baker said.
When Holloway found out he wouldn't be
able to escort the team this season due to a
medical condition, the first thing he did was
apologize. He didn't want to let GSU down,

Chief Michael Russell of Public Safety said
through an email.
Russell has known Holloway for 20 years.
"His number one priority was our football
team. He was going to make sure he took care
of our guys and protected our guys and our
coaches," Monken said.
"We are very fortunate to have an
outstanding police department on campus.
And when I got here, Ken Brown oversaw that
and now Mike Russell. And, I know Freddie
means a lot to both of them as well as all his
co-workers," Baker said.
Holloway was not just a co - worker but a
true friend and one of the most down to earth
individuals you will ever meet, Russell said.
"It's hard to find a guy that loves Georgia
Southern, and specifically Georgia Southern
Football, like Freddie Holloway," Monken
said.
Holloway is an excellent judge of character
and his laugh will be missed the most, Russell
said.
Holloway will be difficult to replace, and
no one loves this school as much as he did,
Monken said.

#"7most popular
/university
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5,493 students accepted
3,622 students enrolled

65.9% yield
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Concert raises awareness for 'Invisible Children'
BY JAZMIN DAVIS
George-Anne Staff

Students will lift their voices to raise
awareness
when
Georgia
Southern
University's
Black
Student
Alliance
organization hosts the Invisible Children
Benefit Concert this Friday.
BSA plans to host this benefit concert to
help children in Uganda who are put in the
line of fire involuntarily.
"A lot of people don't know about Invisible
Children and we want to raise money to give
to the organization because they do a lot for
children in Africa," Erica Gardener, senior
communication arts major, public relations
co-chair for BSA and the coordinator for the
concert, said.
BSA began in 1978 and was the first
GSU organization to raise awareness of the
issues in the black community in Statesboro.
The group has opened doors to solving

future problems within the community as
well. It serves GSU by organizing events
and community service projects for
philanthropic purposes. The group's main
focus this semester is raising awareness
for the children in Uganda. Posted on the
Invisible Children website is the filmmakers'
mission, which is to use "film, creativity and
social action to end the use of child soldiers
in Joseph Kony's rebel war and restore LRAaffected communities in central Africa to
peace and prosperity."
Helping African children is especially
important to this organization's purpose.
According to senior justice studies major,
Alexandria Mann, who is the assistant
secretary of BSA, the empowerment of black
people is the initial idea behind the BSA's
movement.
"It's all about going back to our roots to
understand where we came from," Mann
said.

Photo courtesy of Brittani Hill

Seniors Alexandria Mann and Erica Gardner
create a poster to advertise for the 'Invisible
Children' in Uganda benefit concert.

Students will enjoy refreshments as
they watch the array of performances from

organizations at GSU. BSA would like to
showcase student talent with this event as
well.
There will be eight anticipated
performances, including groups such as
Soul'd Out Campus Choir, Adrenaline Show
Choir, Euphoria and more.
At the concert, a table will be set up to
collect further donations. BSA hopes to
raise about $500 to donate to the Invisible
Children's fund since the organization itself
is non-profit.
The event will go to show that students
are capable of making a difference in the
lives of others.
"We want to show the world that college
students are well-educated because the world
is so much bigger than Georgia Southern
and Statesboro," Mann said.
.The Invisible Children Benefit Concert
will be held on Friday at 7 p.m. in the Russell
Union Ballroom.

GSU PAC filled up for the performance 'Church Folk'
BY KIMEKO MCCOY

George-Anne Staff

The Spirit and Truth Worship Center
filled the Performing Arts Center with much
laughter and praise Saturday evening with its
comedic drama titled "Church Folk."
The lights dimmed and everyone anticipated
the beginning of the show. Audience members
were so excited for the show that the first scene
was welcomed with a warm round of applause.
The story began to unravel with a first scene
encouraging the abundance of laughter from
those in the crowd. The main character,Tyler,
scattered about at the unexpected arrival of
his family members as the crowd was being
introduced to the play's characters for the first
time that night.
Based on the trials and tribulations of
several of the characters," who were prestigious
church members, "Church Folk" shed some
light on what goes on behind closed doors.
Everyone had their own separate issues that
varied and allowed the audience to able to
connect on more of a personal level.
Produced by both Pastor Paul Johnson
and junior theater major Marissa Collier, a lot

Christian Washington/Staff

Actresses Lisa Rambert, Briona Johnson and Igele Ochie, perform alongside actor Alexander Skinner in the play "Church Folk."

of work was put into the production. It took
almost three weeks to produce but with the
determination of all of those involved it was
well worth their efforts.
Performers did very well at this stage
play. The actors portrayed and reflected their
characters and had the audience involved in

some parts of the show. Many of these actors
were GSU students, including stage characters
as well as stage hands and even one of the
producers — Collier.
In addition to the actors and producers,
there was a band that provided some of the
background music and created the atmosphere

Page designed by Tyler Fleider

for the production. Also made up of GSU
students and a few volunteers, the band added
important components to the play.
Audience members showed approval with
loud cheers and applause to make the actors
feel at ease during the performance. Everyone
Was invited and a diverse audience came to
see the play. What had once started as a crowd
full of curious college students had definitely
transformed into something more. Those
in the crowd ranged from elderly church
members, to local Statesboro residents and
many GSU students.
Some were surprised by the mixture of
audience members.
"It. feels really good to see the community
come out in support," Vitria Pinktston, a senior
in business management, said.
PJAZE Production group has produced
other plays, such as "I Got the Power" and
"Looking for Love in All the Wrong Places,"
but consider this production to be its staple
play, bringing in the majority of crowds on
showing nights.
Producer of "Church Folk", Johnson,
said "it's Christian entertainment with a
message."

mum.
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Civil Rights activist brings
words of wisdom to GSU
BY KIMEKO MCCOY and
SAMARIA VINCENT
George-Anne staff

Students poured into the Performing Arts
Center to hear the legendary Dick Gregory
speak words of wisdom this past Thursday
evening.
In today's generation, not many know
who Gregory is, but that all changed after he
hit the stage with his compelling words.
Dick Gregory is a man of many talents
ranging from classic comedian, to strong
political activist and most recently,
nutritionist. He travels around the world
speaking on various topics and sharing the
experiences of the world through his eyes.
Born Richard Claxton Gregory and nick
named Dick, Gregory was born Oct. 12,1932
St. Louis, Mo. Getting an early start in his
younger years, Gregory joined in the arena
for social causes in high school. In 1951, he
entered Southern Illinois University. Being
the natural athlete that he was, Gregory
received scholarship funds from the school.
That same year, Gregory left for the
military where he began his career as
a comedian.
What started as humble
beginnings soon became a success story: His
breakthrough finally came in 1961 when he
performed at a comedy club for one night.
That one night soon became a six-week
comedy routine. He also landed a spot on
"The Jack Paar Show." Soon the comedian
was all over television shows, radio shows
and even more comedy concerts.
Social injustice, politics and poverty were
only a few of the topics Gregory targeted
to use as material. Using his high standing
position in the media, he used his comedy
to reach out and really open people's eyes to
these issues that were still highly prevalent.
"I've always fought for them," Gregory
said when asked about standing his ground
on his beliefs.
When he began to spend more time on
social issues and less time on the stage,
Gregory reached out to the community using
other platforms like politics. Convinced that
social and .racial injustices had carried on
for far too long, he became inspired by the
works of his friend Martin Luther King, Jr.
In addition to the sit-ins and marches, he
ran a presidential campaign in 1968 and
received well over one million votes.

Did You
Know?

Greeks on our campus have a

The (Jreek sj stem is the largest higher GPA than Non-Greeks
network of volunteers in the U.S.,
with members donating over 10
million hours of volunteer sen ice
each vear

Jessica Stanfield/George-Anne staff

Dick Gregory speaks at MLK celebration.

After the assassinations of President
John F. Kennedy and political figure King,
Gregory became confident that political
conspiracies were taking place and only
began to work harder to rid America of the
unfairness.
"Martin Luther King exposed me to
gentle ways, (to) fight for human rights by
movement," Gregory said.
When asked about the death of longtime
friend King, Gregory said, "He was my
friend. When they killed him a part of me
died."
Comedy and political activist were both
still solid occupations for Gregory, but
he still had many more abilities yet to be
unleashed. Gregory is the author of two
autobiographies. One was published in 1963
and went on to become the No. 1 best-selling
book in America.
"I've lived long enough to write two
autobiographies, and that's fine with me,"
Gregory said.
Over the years, Dick Gregory has touched
the hearts of many and introduced new ideas
into the minds of others. He has made such
an impact and influence on our community
that many are not even aware of.
"(There is) a big difference," Gregory said.
There is a large transformation between way
things are and the way things used to be.
"Twelve years changed the whole world,"
Gregory said. "Look at what you can do in
just twelve years when you don't have hate
in your heart."
Reverend King was active in fighting for
the civil rights movement for just twelve
years, but the message he sent will be heard
for years to come.
When asked about the future, Gregory
said, "Better information equals better
power."
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Intramural Swim Meet Results
Event 1: Men 100 Yard Freestyle

3. Nick Stanley-35.53 .

2. Mady Russell-30.72

Event 18: Women 100 Yard IM

l.NicoTarfur- 26.47

4. Isaac Bell-38.18

3. Kelsey King-31.34

2. Nick Stanley-27.77

5. Demario Cullars - 54.51

Event 11: Mixed 200 Yard Freestyle Relay

1. GeneviveLyke-1:14.82
2. Mady Russell-1:15.14

Event 8: Women 50 Yard Breaststroke

1. Isaac Bell Swim Association- 1:52.15

Event 2: Women 100 Yard Freestyle

1. Kathleen Wilson-37.52

2. Team Sexy Swimmers - 1:58.72

1. Kathleen Wilson-26.47

2. Grace Huseth -40.22

Event 13: Men 50 Yard Butterfly

FINAL RANKINGS

2. Grace Huseth-32.28

3. KelseyKing-41.68

1. Frank Stephongzi - 28.84

Combined Team Rankings

3. Frank Stepongzi - 32.28

Event 3: Mixed 200 Yard Medley Rely

-

2. Nick Stanley-29.58

1. Isaac Bell Swim Association

1. Isaac Bell Swim Association-2:11.17

Event 9: Men 50 Yard Freestyle

3. Justin Spencer - 32.44

Event 5: Men 50 Yard Backstroke

1. Brad Sheldon-26.26

2. Team Sexy Swimmers

4. Isaac Bell - 35.88

1. Nick Stanley-30.38

2. Drexel Jenkins - 26.64

Event 14: Women 50 Yard Butterfly

3. Scorgasms

2. Brad Sheldon - 33.67

3. Justin Spencer-26.65

1. Grace Huseth-33.91

3. Isaac Bell - 36.78

4. Ian Chapin-27.32

2. Kathleen Wilson-34.37

Event 6: Women 50 Yard Backstroke

5. Nick Stanley-27.79

Event 15: Mixed 500 Yard Freestyle

1. Mandy Russell -33.27

6. Keegan Ashbee - 29.42

1. Erica Schultz-7:20.15

2. GeneviveLyke-34.32

7. Isaac Bell - 30.87

2. Nick Stanley-7:24.19

3. Grace Huseth - 35.50

8. Jambi Grooms - 32.30

Event 17: Men 100 Yard IM

Men - Team Rankings

4. Kathleen Wilson-37.44

9. Frank Stepongzi - 32.43

1. Isaac Bell-1:07.99

1. Isaac Bell Swim Association

10 DeMarkus Hughley - 48.66

2. Nick Stanley-1:20.70

2. Team Sexy Swimmers

Event 7: Men 50 Yard Breaststroke

4. Emily Earnest-46.19

4. Unattached

Women - Team Rankings
1. Isaac Bell Swim Association
2. Scorgasms
3. Team Sexy Swimmers

l.Drexel Jenkins -34.24

Event 10: Women 50 Yard Freestyle

3. Ian Chapin-1:25.46

3. Scorgasms

2. Jambi Grooms - 35.49

l.EricaSchultz-30.10

4. NicoTarfur-1:31.83

4. Unattached

WHAT'S HAPPENING AT CRI

THANKS, TROY!

'.':~j3»i*r"

Tuesday, Jaftuary 31
Belay Clinic, 8PM
Reglstratian Closes for Soccer

nesday, February

dness in the Meadow. 5:3D-6:3DP
Inner Tubs Water Polo Free Play, 8-IOPM
Intramural Setter Captain's Meeting, 6PM

FOLLOW US!I3Q

twlttor.com/GSUCampusRec
facebook.com/GSUCampusRBc
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TROY MARSH
THE MARSH LAW FIRM

WHAT: FREE LEGAL HELP
WHERE: ROOM 2073 IN THE RUSSELL UNION
WHEN: EVERY TUESDAY 3:00-5:00 PM
TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT, CALL (912) 764-7388
SPONSORED BY
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Women's basketball falls to Wofford
Women's basketball
BY COLIN RISTICK

George-Anne staff

The Georgia Southern University women's
basketball team fell short in the final minutes
of Saturday's game against College of
Charleston, resulting in a 44-47.
The Lady Eagles took an early advantage
during the first few minutes of the half,
making the score 4-1 until a three-pointer
by guard Mimi Dubose gave GSU a six-point
edge over College of Charleston.
The Cougars then went on a 9-2 run that
lasted over seven minutes of the first half and
gave CofC the edge over the Eagles. During
the final two minutes of the first half, the Lady
Eagles were able to take the lead and hold
onto it, thanks to a three-pointer in the last
30 seconds by Samantha Williams that gave
them the edge and an 18-16 lead at the end
of the half.
The Cougars came out in the second half
ready to play and scored five points until GSU
was able to answer with two free throws by
Janay Wilson.
The teams then continued to answer
back and forth until Lacie Dowling scored a
jumper and a three-pointer with 10 minutes
left in the game, giving the Lady Eagles a
three-point advantage and the momentum
they needed to advance their lead. A threepointer from Dubose gave the Lady Eagles a
41-34 lead over the Cougars, but it proved to
be the last time the Lady Eagles would retain
the lead for the rest of the game.
With a little under three minutes left, CofC
was able to cut the deficit to one, making the
score 44-43. The Lady Eagles had a chance
to come back, but after a missed lay-up by
Wilson and a missed free throw by Dubose
in the final seconds, there was no time for
Georgia Southern to come back and CofC
pulled out a 44-47 win over the Lady Eagles.
The Lady Eagles shot 31.3 percent from the
floor and also shot four three-pointers, but
were unable to capitalize on their free throws,
allowing CofC to make 29, as opposed to the
Lady Eagles' 15.
"Free throws and offensive rebounds, that
was the difference in the ball game. We just
didn't play very smart basketball. We found
shooters, but the things that we weren't

Eagles
struggle with
fieldgoals
BY COLIN RISTICK

George-Anne staff

Shooting just .266 percent from the
field on Monday, the Georgia Southern
University women's basketball team
fell to the Wofford College Terriers
70-55 in Spartanburg, S.C.
The Eagles are a team with a .364
percent field goal percentage per game
average, so Monday's abysmal number
was the standout disappointment for
the team. It finished with only 17 out
of 64 shots made, the second worst
tally for the season. Freshman Anna
Claire Knight led the Eagles in scoring
with 11 points and a .308 percentage
from the field.
The Eagles had won the last three
games with a combined .314 field
goal percentage, and while this isn't
consistent with the season average,
the team filled in the gap with above
average statistics in other areas.
If GSU wants to get a win in its game
on Saturday against rival Appalachian
State University, it will need to shoot
better and more prolifically.

Upcoming
Schedule
Feb 04 vs Appalachian State
Feb 06 vs Davidson
Demario Cullers/STAFF

Freshman, Anna Claire Knight, drives the ball against a Lady Cougar defender during
GSU's 44-47 loss on Saturday.

supposed to do and know better, we did",
head coach Rusty Cram said.
"We're just frustrated. The past three or
four or five games we've gotten up a six, seven
or eight-point lead, and then we haven't been

able finish or we've won the game but we've
let them come back. I think it's part of being
young and part of learning, but at this point
in the season we can't use being young as an
excuse", junior guard Mimi Dubose said.
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Feb 11 @ Samford
Feb 13 @ Chatanooga
Feb 18vsElon
Feb 20 vs UNC Greensboro
Feb 25 @ Western Carolina
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Swim and dive finishes third at Davidson
Swimming and diving
BY OLIVIA CLEMENTS
George-Anne staff

' The Georgia Southern University
swimming and diving team placed third
out of six other collegiate teams hosted by
Davidson College on Jan. 28.
The duel meet held in Davidson, N.C.
consisted of Costal Collegiate Swimming
Association competitors from Radford
University, Campbell University, Davidson
College, North Carolina Agriculture
and Technical State University, Liberty
University, and Howard University.
The Eagles were defeated by competition
from Liberty and Davidson and are now
10-5 for the season upon competing for the
title at the CCSA Swimming and Diving
Championships to be held in Athens Feb.
16-18.
The Eagles started the meet off in a
competitive fashion placing second in the
first event of the day. The 200-yard medley
relay team consisting of JoAnn Filipov,
Kristen Bates, Megan Heller, and Elaina
Lanson finished with a time of 1:50.24. The
Eagles were defeated by the relay team from
Liberty who finished with a time of 1:48.87.
Eagle diver Sara Meisenhelder placed first
in the 3-meter dive with a score of 244.90. In
the 1-meter, Meisenhelder took fourth place
with a dive score of 229.30. Meisenhelder
broke school records on the board for these
events during the meet against Florida Gulf
Coast University Jan.21 in which she scored
265.35 on the 3-meter and 263.25 on the
1-meter.
In the 1000-yard freestyle event, Eagle
freshman Amber Juncker secured a first

Rebecca Farris/STAFF

Sophomore diver Sara Meisenhelder leads the Eagles to their third place finish on Jan. 28,
finishing first in the 3-meter dive with a score of 244.90.

place finish with a time of 10:35.39, topping
her previously recorded best time of 10:38.97
set Oct.28. Juncker had an additional first

15 University Plaza
(912) 681-9777 or (912) 681-9888

place finish for the Eagles in the 500 free,
which she finished in 5:09.97. Juncker's
official top-time in the 500 free was recorded

WE DELIVER!!!
($10 minimun)

www.orientexpressofOSll.com
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Nov. 17 when she completed the event at
5:07.78. Juncker also competed in the 200
fly, in which she placed fourth with a time
of 2:12.34.
. Eagle
sophomore
Devan
White
completed the 200-yard freestyle event at
1:57.22 achieving a second place finish for
the Eagles. White recorded her top-time of
1:55.80 in the 200 free on Nov. 18. while
competing at the Highlander Invitational.
Eagle freshman Sarah Schwartz achieved
an additional second place finish for the
Eagles during the 100-yard backstroke,
which she completed in 1:00.65. Schwartz
recorded her top time of 1:00.49 on Nov.
18. amongst other top-times achieved at the
Highlander Invitational.
Abbie Lavallin, Bates, and Megan Ostrom
achieved consecutive second, third, and
fourth place finishes for the Eagles during
the 100-yard breaststroke event.
Lavallin secured the second place
finished with a time of 1:08.07. Only
Davidson swimmer Meredith Nakano with a
first place time of 1:06.26 defeated the Eagle
swimmers.
Lanson secured a top finish for the Eagles
during the 50 free, placing second with a
time of 24.43, a new top-time for her in this
event. Lanson's previously recorded toptime of 23.54 was recorded at the Highlander
Invitational back in November.
Eagle sophomore Courtney Harrison
placed second in the 200-yard breaststroke
at 2:27.74. Harrison secured a top time of
2:26.02 the 200 breast on Jan.21 competing
against FGCU
The next time the GSU swimming and
diving team will be facing its CCSA rivals
will be Feb. 16-18 for the championship
meet in Athens, Ga.

www.thegeorgeanne.com
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Track and field finishes strong in Birmingham
Track and field

BY KEVIN GREGAN
George-Anne staff

The Georgia Southern University track
and field team is fresh off a busy week
where they competed at the Birmingham
Invitational and Multis last Wednesday and
Thursday.
The Eagles attained seven top-10 finishes
and seven top-20 finishes.
The 4x400 meter team had another great
finish, taking fourth place with a time of
3:55.12. This event is run after all individual
events have taken place, so it usually takes a
lot to do well as a team.
"We're building up some confidence
there. It's a tough event for any school," firstyear coach Mario Mincey said.
• The 60-meter hurdles is also another
event where GSU is strong. The school holds
the first, second and fourth rank in the
Southern Conference rankings.
The SoCon leader 60-meter hurdler,
junior Jasmine Billings, placed third in the

Lindsay Hartman/STAFF

Taylor Wade and Ebony Carter condition to prepare for their upcoming meet next week.

hurdles with a time of 8.78 seconds, which
has her excited. Freshman Taylor Wade

home
BIT Hendley Properties

912.681.1170

placed seventh in the event as well.
"I've been doing this seven years now and

2

I love being an Eagle," Billings said.
She explained that it's great to be a part of
this team because there is a strong bond and
everybody has a lot of fun competing with
each other. Her ultimate goal here at GSU is
to win a ring.
Freshman Kimberley Thomas recorded
a ninth place finish in the 400-meter dash.
Junior Sara Curry placed fourth in the
5000-meter run with a time of 18:17.86.
The field unit was also at it again.
Freshman Alexis Jacobs and senior Charnelle
Wray represented strongly with eighth and
ninth place finishes in the shot put.
Shot put, along with the 60m hurdles, is
where GSU shines in the SoCon. Sarah Hall
and Jacobs are ranked first and third. Wray
and Stephanie Hicks are also ranked in the
top 20.
Coach Mincey is excited about the
progress of her team has made so far and
believes that the event in Birmingham was
helpful to better the team's performance in
future meets.
Mincey said, "We learned more about our
bodies and what to do to be prepared."

bedroom
flat

350

/month per person

*25% OFF Northface & Mountain Hardwear*
*Polo Ralph Lauren buy 1, get 1 free"

R SALE 25-50% OFF
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For Sale
FOR SALE - 17 inch custom
Ford Mustang rims and 17 inch
custom Chevy Impala rims
Contact Ron: (912) 486-6611
Scooter for sale! 2005 Honda
Ruckus. Black, 49cc, 85+mpg.
Fantastic condition; original
(faculty) owner, garage kept
No special license or insurance required. $1,500 OBO.
Contact (912) 678-6052
Firewood for Sale. Delivery
available! Call 912-690-0872
or 912-690-4956.
For sale: 2009 BMW 328i, hardtop convertible in great condition. Black with tan interior. Call
912-293-1909.

Will proof papers (grammar,
spelling, punctuation, sentence structure). Quality work,
reasonable prices. Will also
type short projects. Must have
ample lead time to schedule.
Email auntre01@gmail.com

Subleases
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Subleases, cont.

Subleases, cont.

Subleases, cont.

2 BR/2 BT sublease in Georgia Villas. $475/month for both
rooms, utilities not included.
Available Jan-May, pet friendly.
Right across from Greek Row
on Chandler. Email tl00212@
georgiasouthern.edu

Subleasing my room for Spring
2012 in a fully furnished 4 BR/4
BT 3-story town home. Walking distance from the stadium
and bus stop. Contact Alex at
(770) 712-5377 or ao00837@
georgiasouthern.edu

Subleasing a room in 4 BR/2BT
in The Avenue for Spring 2012,
but available as early as Dec 16
and Dec will be paid for. $325/
MO. Furnished, utilities included
with free Wifi and Cable. Contact
Nikki at (678)525-0297.

Female to sub-lease Spring
Sem. 5 BR, $280 a month.
Last month's rent is paid. Less
than a mile from campus off
of Gentilly Rd. Call, text or
email Kristina: (678)-770-6251
kf01606@georgiasouthern.edu

Spring 2012 1 BR/BT in a 2
BR/2.5 BT townhouse at The
Avenue. Furnished and utilities
included. $495/month, but I will
pay $30 for each month. Or I
could put $210 towards the first
month's rent. Contact Cherrelle at
chollan4@georgiasouthem.edu

SPRING 2012! Female roommate wanted. 1BR/1BT in a
3BR/3.5BTtownhome. Walking
distance to the stadium and bus
stop. $400/mo., gym and pool
included. Cheaper rate can
be arranged. Contact Emily at
404-444-8987 or ec01442@
georgiasouthern.edu

Subleasing 626 B at the Exchange. Female Roommate
needed. $519.00 per month. All
utilities included, free tanning,
free Wi-Fi, 24 hr gym included
Available now. Contact (706)
523-6001

All inclusive, two story, fully
furnished, 4 BR townhouse for
$330/month! Includes trash, utilities, cable, wi-fi, pet park, 24/7
gym, recreation courts, computer
lab, new appliances and washer/
dryer! Contact (229) 326-4291.

Room available for male or female in a 3 BR/2 BT house on
Catherine Avenue. Fully furnished; bed needed. $367/mo
per person, utilities not included.
Spacious house. Contact Yale at
(404) 272-7652 or yale8754@
bellsouth.net

Subleasing a 1 BR/1 BT in
4 BR apartment in Copper
Beech for Spring 2012 starting Christinas Break. Washer/
dryer included. Next to pool/
volleyball court. $389/mo plus
utilities. Contact Singer (404)
680-7240

Subleases, cont.

Subleasing 3 BR/2BT house
on Parker Avenue in downtown Brooklet. Extremely
large media room! Located on
two city lots. Contact Joyce at
(912)842-9479.
2 Bedroom 2 Bathroom apartment in Hawthorne 2. Very
close to campus. $350/month.
Sublease through July.
Contact Shannon at 678468-9407
Subleasing master bedroom
in Planter's Row for $365/
month; utilities not included,
pet friendly. For more information contact Anna-Marie at
at01770@georgiasouthern.
edu or call (770) 546-6560
Home Away From Home
3BR/2BT within 2 miles of
Georgia Southern campus.
You can sublease the other 2
rooms. No smoking or pets.
Call (706) 951-1427.
Subleasing a 2 BR/2 BR at the
Woodlands of Statesboro for
Spring 2012. $399 a month, utilities not included. Contact Adrian
at (678) 230-5144.

HOT JOBS <w !*<*,*5hi/?5
Job Title

Company
Southern Company

Jan. 29th

Liability Claims Rep

GEICO

Feb. 11th

Area Manager

Briggs & Stratton

Jan. 20th

Sales & Leadership Program

JBHunt

May 15th

Financial Services Intern

JP Turner

Apr. 11

Intern

Georgia Aquarium

Mar. 9th

Marketing and Communications Internship

GA Dept. of Economic Dev.

Feb. 29

Candler Country Public Health Nurse

Southeast Health District

Feb. 29

IT-SAP Co-op

Gwinnett County

Feb. 3rd

Implementation Analyst

McKesson Provider Tech.

Mar. 4th

Rotational Leadership Program

Schneider National

Feb. 29th

Management Trainee

Toys R Us

Jan. 31st

Distribution Dept. Supervisor

PetSmart, Inc.

Mar. 30th

Material Planner

Gulfstream

Feb. 3rd

Radio Internship

Cumulus Media

Apr. 01st

IT Assistant-Atlanta

GradStaff

Account Executive

Calvert Labs

Sports Advertising Sales Executive

National Sports Publications

Stores Executive Intern

Target Stores

Marketing & Communication Internship

Make-a-Wish Foundation

Feb. 28,
Feb. 29th
Jan. 10,
Jun. 30th
May 1st

To view the detailed job descriptic ns application instructions or additiona postings, log
into the Eagle Career Net/NACEIir )k system found at www.georgiasou.the n.edu/career.

1 BR/1 BT available in a 3 BR
at The Grove, for Spring 2012.
Available after Dec. 20. $450/
mo, utilities included. Pet friendly,
pool. I will pay last month's
rent. Female preferred. Call
Ellen 404-694-1394 or email
ej00034@georgiasouthem.edu
Female roommate needed for
Spring 2012; 3BR/3BT at Cambridge; $449/mo all inclusive
and furnished; one building away
from bus route, 1st floor. Contact
Angelica 404-921-4988.

Sublease at Cambridge for Reduced Price 1 BR/BTH available
in a 3 BR, bus stop directly across
from campus, all utilities included,
furnished, washer/dryer, amenities. $350/month 'Regular
price-$459/month.* Email shortiecutiel 02@yahoo.com

Help Wanted
MODELS of all weights/sizes/
ages needed for figure drawing
class on T&R, 2-4:30 PM. Fall
and spring openings. Must be 21
and able to sit still for long periods
of time. Call 912-478-2793 or
email jburke@geogiasouthern.
edu

Four Steps in the Internship
and Job Search

Deadline to Apply

Co-op & Internships (Summer/Fall 2012)

SPRING 2012! 1 BR/1BT available in 4 BR/4 BT at Campus
Club for Jan or earlier. Bus stop
next to stadium. Utilities included.
Rent is $419/month; CHEAPER
RATE CAN BE ARRANGED.
Email Skylerat sh02071@georgiasouthem.edu

Sublease available ASAP, at.
Copper Beech. $389 rent monthly. Utilities not included. 3 roommates. Great neat and clean girls
to live with. Fully furnished. 478957-1005 for more information.

By Dorsey Baldwin,
Assistant
Director
Program

Co-op

Internship

With less than six months left until
graduation and summer vacation now is the
time for students to
begin their search for a summer internship
or job after graduation. In order to achieve
success in the
internship and job search process, it is
imperative that students start-early. Late fall
and early spring
(before March 1st) are typical application
deadlines for summer internships. Graduating
students are
encouraged to actively begin searching
and applying for jobs 6-9 months before
graduation.
To be successful in the internship and
job search, students should follow these four
steps:
1. Know yourself - be able to articulate the
skills you possess and how they relate to the
job in
which you are applying
2. Know where you want to work - conduct
research of the industry and/or companies
where you
might
find
positions;
target
5-10
companies in the top geographic areas for
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your industry
3'.- Prepare for the search - develop your
resume and cover letter; begin networking
and obtaining
. professional
interview
attire;
start
practicing for the interview
4. Begin the search - use multiple search
strategies (networking, newspapers, journals,
online
resources such as Eagle Career Net,
Professional Associations, On-Campus Career
Fairs and
interviews)
Searching for a job or internship can
oftentimes feel like a job. The reality of the
matter is that it can
be! To reduce the stress and frustration of
the search process, it is always important to
have a strategy,
set short-term and long-term goals, be
organized and keep records of where you
applied and which
documents you submitted. Do not forget,
if your search is not producing the results
that you would like, try a new strategy.
For assistance with the internship and job
search, creating a resume, or improving your
interview skills, stop by the
Office of Career Services located on the
first floor of the Williams Center room 1047
Monday - Friday 8.a.m. - 5p.m.

PUZZLES/COMICS
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
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ACROSS
1 Woo
6 Goldfish or koi
10 Peak
14 Sleep malady
15 1847 Melville
work
16 Sound repeated
before "fizz fizz,"
in ads
17 Bakery cookware
19 Coin on the
Continent
20 Non-revenuegenerating TV ad
21 Quite befuddled
22 Southwestern
cuisine
24 Water pitcher part
26 Bro's sib
27 Work at
28 Quiet times for
baby... and mom
32 Orchestra section
33 Period of watchful
attention
34 Mimic with wings
35 Steals the bank
blueprints for, e.g.
37 Haunted house
outbursts
41 Not even once
43 Chair maker
Charles
44 Ability to focus
47 Photo taker
49 Gallery work
50 Sacred song
51 Sister of Magda
and Eva
53 Medium, e.g.
54 Singer Sumac
57 Complexion
concern
58 Crisp cookie
61 Fishing gear
62 Cole Porter's
'Well, Did You
?"
63 To-be, in politics
64 ER
"Immediately!"
65 USAF NCO
66 Lavishes
affection (on)
DOWN
1 Temporary
shelter
2 Numbered
musical piece

1

2

3

4

5

14

15

17
20
24
28

7

6

29

P

18

35

44

61
64

11

12

13

38

39

40

— 54

55

56

,6
19

l
31

^

33

41

57

,0

23

30

34

51

9

22

21

32

47

8

48

37

36

42

i

43
45

'

By Allan E. Parrish
3 Remove, as a
seatbelt
4 Gridiron official
5 Some sewers
6 Admits guilt for,
as a lesser charge
7 Latin I verb
8 Jaworski of
"Monday Night
Football"
9 Bulletin board
items
10 Very top
11 Small groups, as
of bushes
12 Edible mushroom
13 Strong adhesive
18 Bill or gates, e.g.
23 Morales of "La
Bamba"
25 Nit-picking type
26 Irritated state
28 Kind of wrestling
done while sitting
29 Seven-time
Emmy winner
Tina
30 Not concealed
31 Bring
contentment to
35 Sports section
decimals
36 Hunched (over)

46

50

49

*
62

'

59

65

1

60
63
66

1/31/12
Ja nuary 26th Puzzle Solved
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38 Uncontested, as
a late-game
hockey goal
39 Mauna
40 Job application ID
42 JFK
guesstimates
43 Walked into
44 Actress Bearse or
Plummer
45 'Consider me a
maybe"
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R
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46 Flow slowly
47 Industry leaders
48 Dandy's
neckwear
52 Pep
53 Unexpected
complication
55 Mugging
defense
56 Bldg. units
59 ER hookups
60 -pitch softball

7 5
5
6
6
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ANY LARGE PIZZA

|; including our Specialty Pizzas
jS^B. t

^4i

oKummoMQ
CODE; PI ALL

■lifer '**
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i fll'

THE WORKS
CELEBRATE SUPER BOWL XLVI

If

•

FREE PIZZA

EVERY 46 SECONDS

EVERY WEEKEND UNTIL SUPER BOWL XLVI.

ORDER ONLINE @ PAPAJOHNSXOM FOR A CHANCE TO WIN?

F«Z4

■

Better Ingredient;
Better Pizza

OFFICIALPIZZASPONSOR OFsu>PesSOWLXIVI
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<£?0 te/r Rd.

871-7272

Follow us on
Facebook!

STUDENT SPECIAL

LARGE DEAL

PIZZA & DESSERT!

Large One Topping
Pizza

Medium 2 Topping & Two
20 oz. Pepsi® products
Use promo code

Cinnapie & Any Large Pizza
(life's uncertain, eat dessert first!)

Use promo code

Use promo code

CARRYOUT OR DELIVERY EXPIRES 2/29/12. Offer good for a limited time at participating Papa
John's restaurants only. Additional toppings extra. Not valid with any other coupons
or discounts. Limited delivery area, charges may apply. Customer responsible for all

CARRYOUT OR DELIVERY EXPIRES 2/29/12. Offer good for a limited time at participating Papa
John's restaurants only. Additional toppings extra. Not valid with any other coupons
or discounts. Limited delivery area, charges may apply. Customer responsible for all
^pFjUgabJeJajgs,. — ^ —

SSM2TC799

CARRYOUT OR DELIVERY EXPIRES 2/29/11. No double toppings or extra cheese. Offer
good for a limited time at participating Papa John's restaurants only. Additional toppings extra-^Mpt valid
with,any other coupons or discounts. Limited delivery area, charges may apply.
Customer responsible for all applicable taxes.
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